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Dear Dad chronicles the impact of fathers or fatherlessness at a time
when a national initiative and even President Barack Obama have
sounded the clarion call for responsible fatherhood amid a continuing
crisis of paternal absenteeism. This at a time when U.S. Census figures
show that 4 out of 10 American children are being born to single mothers
with the number of unwed births among African Americans rising to 7
out of 10."In some ways, this is a how-to manual: How to overcome; how
to succeed; how to live on; how to be a better father; how to forgive our
fathers; and, even, how to love, remember, and honor our fathers,"
Fountain said. "Dear Dad is for everyone who has a father, for everyone
who has lost one, loved one, or longed for one, for everyone who happens
to be one, and for everyone who longs to be a better one." Contributors
to the anthology include: Chicago Sun-Times Editor-in-Chief Don Hayner;
former New York Times and Wall Street Journal writer Nichole Christian;
Chicago Tribune reporter Lolly Bowean; Stephanie Gadlin, press
secretary to Congressman Bobby Rush; Bloomberg News journalist
Mario Parker; veteran Washington Post writer Hamil Harris; Chicago
native, journalist and documentarian Teresa Sewell; Sylvester Monroe,
former senior editor of Ebony magazine; Vincent Allen, pastor and
founder of Agape Fellowship Ministries in Virginia; former Chicago
Tribune reporter and freelance writer Monica Fountain; Chicago
musician R. Darryl Thomas; former Cleveland Plain Dealer reporter Rosa
Maria Santana; nationally known writer and editor Joseph Kirby; English
professor and creative writer Anne Valente; and former Chicago SunTimes architecture critic Lee Bey.
Are You My Mother? Read & Listen Edition - P.D. Eastman
2011-01-07
Your kids will enjoy this classic story even more in this beautiful Read &
Listen edition. A baby bird is hatched while his mother is away. Fallen
from his nest, he sets out to look for her and asks everyone he
meets—including a dog, a cow, and a plane—"Are you my mother?" This
ebook includes Read & Listen audio narration.
Dear Daughter - Neil Coxon 2009-08-01
Award-winning 'from you to me' Journals of a Lifetime are the perfect gift
for every loved-one, for every occasion, for all the family. Each journal
contains around 60 fun and inspiring questions carefully designed to
inspire your family to enjoy telling their story, to help you find out
amazing things about them.
Dad's Journal - Jennifer Basye Sander 2019-05-21
A Sentimental Gift to Capture All of Dad’s Wisdom and Precious
Memories It’s time to truly hear Dad’s whole story—here, following
carefully curated questions to delve into vivid details, fathers everywhere
are invited to recount the beliefs, traditions, and treasured moments that
have made them who they are today. Beginning with Dad’s own
childhood and teenage years, to his life before children, and of course his
journey through fatherhood, writing coach Jennifer Basye Sander has
developed this guided journal with great attention to detail so no
memory is forgotten. From simple questions such as “What was your
favorite family vacation as a child?” to more thought-provoking ones such
as “What do you think happens to us after we die?” this will encourage
Dad to roam far and wide inside his own memories for rich stories to
share, life lessons that were learned, and beliefs that grew over time.
Sander’s questions and prompts invite dads to tell their children, and
generations to come, all about their childhood and teenage years; their
educations, relationships, and marriages; their careers, religious
experiences, and involvement in their communities; their beliefs, values,
and opinions; and much more. This book is a special place for dads of any
age to record the most significant reflections and remembrances of their
lives—it is sure to be a treasured keepsake for children and
grandchildren for many years to come, and a gift any father will cherish.

I Love Us: a Book about Family (with Mirror and Fill-In Family
Tree) - Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 2020-03-17
Celebrates the many different ways that families show their love for one
another, in a text with a mirror and fill-in family tree.
My Mother She Killed Me, My Father He Ate Me - Kate Bernheimer
2010-09-28
The fairy tale lives again in this book of forty new stories by some of the
biggest names in contemporary fiction. Neil Gaiman, “Orange” Aimee
Bender, “The Color Master” Joyce Carol Oates, “Blue-bearded Lover”
Michael Cunningham, “The Wild Swans” These and more than thirty
other stories by Francine Prose, Kelly Link, Jim Shepard, Lydia Millet,
and many other extraordinary writers make up this thrilling celebration
of fairy tales—the ultimate literary costume party. Spinning houses and
talking birds. Whispered secrets and borrowed hope. Here are new
stories sewn from old skins, gathered by visionary editor Kate
Bernheimer and inspired by everything from Hans Christian Andersen’s
“The Snow Queen” and “The Little Match Girl” to Charles Perrault’s
“Bluebeard” and “Cinderella” to the Brothers Grimm’s “Hansel and
Gretel” and “Rumpelstiltskin” to fairy tales by Goethe and Calvino and
from China, Japan, Vietnam, Russia, Norway, and Mexico. Fairy tales are
our oldest literary tradition, and yet they chart the imaginative frontiers
of the twenty-first century as powerfully as they evoke our earliest
encounters with literature. This exhilarating collection restores their
place in the literary canon.
Dear Mom, You're Ruining My Life - Jean Van Leeuwen 1990
CHILDREN'S BOOKS/AGES 9-12
There Are Moms Way Worse Than You - Glenn Boozan 2022-03-29
A rhyming illustrated humor book for moms who feel they're not doing a
good job (and that's all moms, right?). Packed with scientifically true
examples of terrible parents in the animal kingdom, to remind and
reassure any mother that there are way worse moms out there.
The Last Thing He Told Me - Laura Dave 2021-05-04
The instant #1 New York Times bestselling mystery and Reese
Witherspoon Book Club pick that’s captivated more than two million
readers about a woman searching for the truth about her husband’s
disappearance…at any cost. “A fast-moving, heartfelt thriller about the
sacrifices we make for the people we love most.” —Real Simple Before
Owen Michaels disappears, he smuggles a note to his beloved wife of one
year: Protect her. Despite her confusion and fear, Hannah Hall knows
exactly to whom the note refers—Owen’s sixteen-year-old daughter,
Bailey. Bailey, who lost her mother tragically as a child. Bailey, who
wants absolutely nothing to do with her new stepmother. As Hannah’s
increasingly desperate calls to Owen go unanswered, as the FBI arrests
Owen’s boss, as a US marshal and federal agents arrive at her Sausalito
home unannounced, Hannah quickly realizes her husband isn’t who he
said he was. And that Bailey just may hold the key to figuring out Owen’s
true identity—and why he really disappeared. Hannah and Bailey set out
to discover the truth. But as they start putting together the pieces of
Owen’s past, they soon realize they’re also building a new future—one
neither of them could have anticipated. With its breakneck pacing,
dizzying plot twists, and evocative family drama, The Last Thing He Told
Me is a riveting mystery, certain to shock you with its final,
heartbreaking turn.
Dear Grandma - Neil Coxon 2009-04-01
Award-winning 'from you to me' Journals of a Lifetime are the perfect gift
for every loved-one, for every occasion, for all the family. Each journal
contains around 60 fun and inspiring questions carefully designed to
inspire your family to enjoy telling their story, to help you find out
amazing things about them.
Dear Dad - John W. Fountain 2015-06-08
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Day's "27 Fiction Books of 2019 to Add to Your Reading List ASAP" •
BookBub's "Biggest Books of April" • PopSugar's "30 Must-Read Books of
2019" A twisty, compelling new novel about one woman's complicated
relationship with her mother-in-law that ends in death... From the
moment Lucy met her husband’s mother, she knew she wasn’t the wife
Diana had envisioned for her perfect son. Exquisitely polite, friendly, and
always generous, Diana nonetheless kept Lucy at arm’s length despite
her desperate attempts to win her over. And as a pillar in the community,
an advocate for female refugees, and a woman happily married for
decades, no one had a bad word to say about Diana...except Lucy. That
was five years ago. Now, Diana is dead, a suicide note found near her
body claiming that she longer wanted to live because of the cancer
wreaking havoc inside her body. But the autopsy finds no cancer. It does
find traces of poison, and evidence of suffocation. Who could possibly
want Diana dead? Why was her will changed at the eleventh hour to
disinherit both of her children, and their spouses? And what does it mean
that Lucy isn’t exactly sad she’s gone? Fractured relationships and deep
family secrets grow more compelling with every page in this twisty,
captivating new novel from Sally Hepworth. Praise for Sally Hepworth:
“With jaw-dropping discoveries, and realistic consequences, this novel is
not to be missed. Perfect for lovers of Big Little Lies.” —Library Journal,
starred review "Hepworth deftly keeps the reader turning pages and
looking for clues, all the while building multilayered characters and
carefully doling out bits of their motivations." —Booklist
Life of Pi - Yann Martel 2022-01-27
"Life of Pi will make you believe in the power of theatre" (Times). After a
cargo ship sinks in the middle of the vast Pacific Ocean, there are five
survivors stranded on a lifeboat - a hyena, a zebra, an orangutan, a Royal
Bengal tiger, and a sixteen year-old boy named Pi. Time is against them,
nature is harsh, who will survive? Based on one of the most extraordinary
and best-loved works of fiction - winner of the Man Booker Prize, selling
over fifteen million copies worldwide - and featuring breath-taking
puppetry and state-of-the-art visuals, Life of Pi is a universally acclaimed,
smash hit adaptation of an epic journey of endurance and hope. Adapted
by acclaimed playwright Lolita Chakrabarti, this edition was published to
coincide with the West End premiere in November 2021.
I Love You Dear - Chaya Baron 2021-02
How do we build healthy self-esteem in our children? How do we let
them know that they are a treasured part of our family... an
indispensable part of Hashem's world? We can start with words! The
beautiful text in I Love You, My Dear expresses the deepest connection
between parent and child. "Our family's been chosen to cherish and love
Your precious neshama'le sent from above."And we can use pictures...
soft, sweet depictions of a family showing how blessed and happy they
are with the children in their lives. Together, the words and pictures in
this sensitive book combine to create a bonding experience for parents
and children to share. Perfect for a new baby gift, I Love You, My Dear is
just right for reading to newborns on up. Children will never tire of
hearing words of appreciation and closeness... "I kiss you and hug you
and hold you so near, I'll love you forever and ever, my dear."
You Are My Heart - Marianne Richmond 2015-01-06
From the author of If I Could Keep You Littlecomes an inspiring book
that puts into words the joyful love you feel, offering a sweet, magical
moment you can share with your child again and again. You Are My
Heartis sure to become a new favorite of fans who adore the charming
artwork and insightful prose of Marianne Richmond, a beloved
bestselling author whose books are swiftly becoming classics. You're my
joy beyond joy, a gift from the start. You are my blessing and love — you
are my heart.
Tell Me Your Life Story, Mom - Questions About Me 2021-04-18

Oh Dear Silvia - Dawn French 2013-05-28
Oh Dear Silvia by Dawn French, the celebrated English actress,
bestselling author, and comedian, is the clever, touching, and compelling
story of one mysterious woman trapped in a coma after a fall from a
balcony. Now, lying unconscious in a hospital bed, Silvia is plagued by a
stream of often funny and sometimes poignant visits from friends and
family, each of whom knows a different piece of the puzzle that is Silvia
Shute. And, as she lies there listening to all of her visitors, the dark and
terrible secret she’s been hiding for years emerges. Dawn French's Oh
Dear Silvia is an emotionally resonant and riveting tale of secrets,
forgiveness, remorse, guilt, and love.
Our Tree Named Steve - Alan Zweibel 2007-02-15
Dear Kids, A long time ago, when you were little, Mom and I took you to
where we wanted to build a house. . . . I remember there was one tree,
however, that the three of you couldn’t stop staring at. . . . After the
family spares him from the builders, Steve the tree quickly works his way
into their lives. He holds their underwear when the dryer breaks down,
he’s there when Adam and Lindsay get their first crushes, and he’s the
centerpiece at their outdoor family parties. With a surprising lack of
anthropomorphizing, this is a uniquely poignant celebration of
fatherhood, families, love, and change.
Dear Girl - Amy Krouse Rosenthal 2018-05-08
The #1 New York Times bestseller that Today show co-anchor Hoda Kotb
calls “a beautiful, beautiful book.” The bestselling author of I Wish You
More, Amy Krouse Rosenthal, and her daughter Paris Rosenthal
collaborate to bring you the heartwarming and inspiring Dear Girl, Dear
Girl, is a love letter written for the special girl in your life; a gentle
reminder that she’s powerful, strong, and holds a valuable place in the
world. Through Amy and Paris’s charming text and Holly Hatam’s
stunning illustrations, any girl reading this book will feel that she's great
just the way she is—whether she enjoys jumping in a muddy puddle, has
a face full of freckles, or dances on table tops. Dear Girl, encourages
girls to always be themselves and to love who they are—inside and out.
Dear Girl, This book is for you. Wonderful, smart, beautiful you. If you
ever need a reminder, just turn to any page in this book and know that
you are special and you are loved. —Amy and Paris Celebrate
graduations, birthdays, and other special moments with the dear girls in
your life with the lasting gift of this remarkable book.
And I Don't Want to Live This Life - Deborah Spungen 2011-10-12
“Honest and moving . . . Her painful tale is engrossing.”—Washington
Post Book World For most of us, it was just another horrible headline.
But for Deborah Spungen, the mother of Nancy, who was stabbed to
death at the Chelsea Hotel, it was both a relief and a tragedy. Here is the
incredible story of an infant who never stopped screaming, a toddler who
attacked people, a teenager addicted to drugs, violence, and easy sex, a
daughter completely out of control—who almost destroyed her parents’
marriage and the happiness of the rest of her family.
Dear Mom, from You to Me - Neil Coxon 2009-01-01
Award-winning 'from you to me' Journals of a Lifetime are the perfect gift
for every loved-one, for every occasion, for all the family. Each journal
contains around 60 fun and inspiring questions carefully designed to
inspire your family to enjoy telling their story, to help you find out
amazing things about them.
Please Look After Mom - Kyung-Sook Shin 2011-04-05
WINNER OF THE MAN ASIAN LITERARY PRIZE When sixty-nine-yearold So-nyo is separated from her husband among the crowds of the Seoul
subway station, her family begins a desperate search to find her. Yet as
long-held secrets and private sorrows begin to reveal themselves, they
are forced to wonder: how well did they actually know the woman they
called Mom? Told through the piercing voices and urgent perspectives of
a daughter, son, husband, and mother, Please Look After Mom is at once
an authentic picture of contemporary life in Korea and a universal story
of family love.
Sophie's World - Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her
mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not
only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
The Mother-in-Law - Sally Hepworth 2019-04-23
• "Deliciously entertaining!" —People Magazine's "People Pick" •
Entertainment Weekly's "MUST List" • O Magazine’s "15 Best Beach
Books of the Year So Far" • Bustle "Best Book of April" • Refinery29
"Best Book of April" • Cosmopolitan "Best Book of April" • Woman's
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Dear Mama's Loving Arms - Soaring Kite Books 2021-01-20
Dear Mama's Loving Arms is a touching story about the importance of a
mother's embrace and the joy it brings to children told from the witty
perspective of a child. This book is a reminder to all mothers to stop and
enjoy the bond we share with our children even when it is most
challenging, like those days where all baby wants is to be held. Despite
longing for Dear Mama's embrace, Baby learns to defeat the big, bad
daily nap time separation by joining Dear Mama in adventurous safari
dreams inspired by Baby's stuffed giraffe pal, Raffie.
I'm Glad My Mom Died - Jennette McCurdy 2022-08-09
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam
& Cat star Jennette McCurdy about her struggles as a former child
actor—including eating disorders, addiction, and a complicated
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relationship with her overbearing mother—and how she retook control of
her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years old when she had her first
acting audition. Her mother’s dream was for her only daughter to
become a star, and Jennette would do anything to make her mother
happy. So she went along with what Mom called “calorie restriction,”
eating little and weighing herself five times a day. She endured extensive
at-home makeovers while Mom chided, “Your eyelashes are invisible,
okay? You think Dakota Fanning doesn’t tint hers?” She was even
showered by Mom until age sixteen while sharing her diaries, email, and
all her income. In I’m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette recounts all this in
unflinching detail—just as she chronicles what happens when the dream
finally comes true. Cast in a new Nickelodeon series called iCarly, she is
thrust into fame. Though Mom is ecstatic, emailing fan club moderators
and getting on a first-name basis with the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”),
Jennette is riddled with anxiety, shame, and self-loathing, which manifest
into eating disorders, addiction, and a series of unhealthy relationships.
These issues only get worse when, soon after taking the lead in the
iCarly spinoff Sam & Cat alongside Ariana Grande, her mother dies of
cancer. Finally, after discovering therapy and quitting acting, Jennette
embarks on recovery and decides for the first time in her life what she
really wants. Told with refreshing candor and dark humor, I’m Glad My
Mom Died is an inspiring story of resilience, independence, and the joy of
shampooing your own hair.
The Giving Tree - Shel Silverstein 2014-02-18
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the
first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young readers
and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a classic that will now
reach an even wider audience. "Once there was a tree...and she loved a
little boy." So begins a story of unforgettable perception, beautifully
written and illustrated by the gifted and versatile Shel Silverstein. This
moving parable for all ages offers a touching interpretation of the gift of
giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return.
Every day the boy would come to the tree to eat her apples, swing from
her branches, or slide down her trunk...and the tree was happy. But as
the boy grew older he began to want more from the tree, and the tree
gave and gave and gave. This is a tender story, touched with sadness,
aglow with consolation. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a
bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio,
the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including
A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing
Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The
Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk
Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the
Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss the other Shel Silverstein
ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends and A Light in the Attic!
Out of My Mind - Sharon M. Draper 2012-05
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifthgrader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will
allow her to speak for the first time.
Dear Mr. Henshaw - Beverly Cleary 2009-10-06
Newbery Medal Winner * Teachers’ Top 100 Books for Children * ALA
Notable Children’s Book Beverly Cleary’s timeless Newbery Medalwinning book explores difficult topics like divorce, insecurity, and
bullying through the thoughts and emotions of a sixth-grade boy as he
writes to his favorite author, Boyd Henshaw. After his parents separate,
Leigh Botts moves to a new town with his mother. Struggling to make
friends and deal with his anger toward his absent father, Leigh loses
himself in a class assignment in which he must write to his favorite
author. When Mr. Henshaw responds, the two form an unexpected
friendship that will change Leigh’s life forever. From the beloved author
of the Henry Huggins, Ramona Quimby, and Ralph S. Mouse series
comes an epistolary novel about how to navigate and heal from life’s
growing pains.
Dear Tree - Rivka Doba Weber 2019-12
A tree needs blessings, just as people do. On Tu Bsavat, what New year's
wishes will a little boy have for his favorite tree?
Good Night, My Darling Dear - Amy Kavelaris 2020-04-28
Hold your little one close as you celebrate your love for one another. This
exquisitely illustrated book honors the wonder of childhood, dreams of
who your little one will someday become, and marvels at all that God has
in store. Author and artist Amy Kavelaris's signature flower-crown art
and poetic writing invite you and your child to enjoy peaceful moments
before bed with delightful parent-and-child animal pairs. Sweep your
little one into dreamland with whimsical art and a tender story as you
read Good Night, My Darling Dear. This beautiful keepsake expresses a
dear-mum-from-you-to-me-tree-design-journals-of-a-lifetime

parent's love for their child, as well as God’s purpose for them. Let your
little one drift to sleep peacefully with this charming bedtime story. Good
Night, My Darling Dear is a picture book that’s perfect for children, ages
4 to 8; a baby shower gift or display book in a new nursery; and
celebrating birthdays, an adoption, or birth announcement with a friend
or grandparents. This dreamy tale features sweet rhyming text with
memorable blessings and frame-worthy illustrations on each page. Amy
Kavelaris’s artwork has been featured in collaborations with
Anthropologie, Target, Altar’d State, and Walmart.
The Island of Missing Trees - Elif Shafak 2021-11-02
A REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK Winner of the 2022 BookTube Silver
Medal in Fiction * Shortlisted for the Women's Prize for Fiction "A wise
novel of love and grief, roots and branches, displacement and home, faith
and belief. Balm for our bruised times." -David Mitchell, author of Utopia
Avenue A rich, magical new novel on belonging and identity, love and
trauma, nature and renewal, from the Booker-shortlisted author of 10
Minutes 38 Seconds in This Strange World. Two teenagers, a Greek
Cypriot and a Turkish Cypriot, meet at a taverna on the island they both
call home. In the taverna, hidden beneath garlands of garlic, chili
peppers and creeping honeysuckle, Kostas and Defne grow in their
forbidden love for each other. A fig tree stretches through a cavity in the
roof, and this tree bears witness to their hushed, happy meetings and
eventually, to their silent, surreptitious departures. The tree is there
when war breaks out, when the capital is reduced to ashes and rubble,
and when the teenagers vanish. Decades later, Kostas returns. He is a
botanist looking for native species, but really, he's searching for lost
love. Years later a Ficus carica grows in the back garden of a house in
London where Ada Kazantzakis lives. This tree is her only connection to
an island she has never visited--- her only connection to her family's
troubled history and her complex identity as she seeks to untangle years
of secrets to find her place in the world. A moving, beautifully written,
and delicately constructed story of love, division, transcendence, history,
and eco-consciousness, The Island of Missing Trees is Elif Shafak's best
work yet.
Dear Baobab - Cheryl Foggo 2011
When Maiko has to leave his village in Africa to live with his aunt and
uncle in Canada, he misses the giant baobab tree in the middle of his
village but makes friends with a small spruce tree in his aunt and uncle's
yard.
Mom, I Want to Hear Your Story - Jeffrey Mason 2021-11-06
The Three Mothers - Anna Malaika Tubbs 2021-02-02
"Tubbs' connection to these women is palpable on the page — as both a
mother and a scholar of the impact Black motherhood has had on
America. Through Tubbs' writing, Berdis, Alberta, and Louise's stories
sing. Theirs is a history forgotten that begs to be told, and Tubbs tells it
brilliantly." — Ibram X. Kendi, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
How to Be an Antiracist and National Book Award winner Stamped from
the Beginning Much has been written about Berdis Baldwin's son James,
about Alberta King's son Martin Luther, and Louise Little's son Malcolm.
But virtually nothing has been said about the extraordinary women who
raised them. In her groundbreaking and essential debut The Three
Mothers, scholar Anna Malaika Tubbs celebrates Black motherhood by
telling the story of the three women who raised and shaped some of
America's most pivotal heroes. A New York Times Bestsellers Editors'
Choice An Amazon Editor's Pick for February Amazon's Best Biographies
and Memoirs of 2021 One of theSkimm's "16 Essential Books to Read
This Black History Month" One of Fortune Magazine's "21 Books to Look
Forward to in 2021!" One of Badass Women's Bookclub picks for "Badass
Books We Can’t Wait to Read in 2021!" One of Working Mother
Magazine's "21 Best Books of 2021 for Working Moms" One of Ms.
Magazine's "Most Anticipated Reads for the Rest of Us 2021" One of
Bustle's "11 Nonfiction Books To Read For Black History Month — All
Written By Women" One of SheReads.com's "Most anticipated nonfiction
books of 2021" Berdis Baldwin, Alberta King, and Louise Little were all
born at the beginning of the 20th century and forced to contend with the
prejudices of Jim Crow as Black women. These three extraordinary
women passed their knowledge to their children with the hope of helping
them to survive in a society that would deny their humanity from the very
beginning—from Louise teaching her children about their activist roots,
to Berdis encouraging James to express himself through writing, to
Alberta basing all of her lessons in faith and social justice. These women
used their strength and motherhood to push their children toward
greatness, all with a conviction that every human being deserves dignity
and respect despite the rampant discrimination they faced. These three
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mothers taught resistance and a fundamental belief in the worth of Black
people to their sons, even when these beliefs flew in the face of
America’s racist practices and led to ramifications for all three families’
safety. The fight for equal justice and dignity came above all else for the
three mothers. These women, their similarities and differences, as
individuals and as mothers, represent a piece of history left untold and a
celebration of Black motherhood long overdue.
Love, Aubrey - Suzanne LaFleur 2009-06-09
"I had everything I needed to run a household: a house, food, and a new
family. From now on it would just be me and Sammy–the two of us, and
no one else." A tragic accident has turned eleven-year-old Aubrey’s world
upside down. Starting a new life all alone, Aubrey has everything she
thinks she needs: SpaghettiOs and Sammy, her new pet fish. She cannot
talk about what happened to her. Writing letters is the only thing that
feels right to Aubrey, even if no one ever reads them. With the aid of her
loving grandmother and new friends, Aubrey learns that she is not alone,
and gradually, she finds the words to express feelings that once seemed
impossible to describe. The healing powers of friendship, love, and
memory help Aubrey take her first steps toward the future. Readers will
care for Aubrey from page one and will watch her grow until the very
end, when she has to make one of the biggest decisions of her life. Love,
Aubrey is devastating, brave, honest, funny, and hopeful, and it
introduces a remarkable new writer, Suzanne LaFleur. No matter how
old you are, this book is not to be missed.
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn - Betty Smith 1997-06-16
The American masterpiece of a young girl's coming of age and
beginnings of wisdom in turn-of-the-century New York. A profoundly
moving novel.--New York Times.
The Inexplicable Logic Of My Life - Benjamin Alire Saenz 2017-03-07
A “mesmerizing, poetic exploration of family, friendship, love and loss”
from the acclaimed author of Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of
the Universe. (New York Times Book Review) Sal used to know his place
with his adoptive gay father, their loving Mexican American family, and
his best friend, Samantha. But it’s senior year, and suddenly Sal is
throwing punches, questioning everything, and realizing he no longer
knows himself. If Sal’s not who he thought he was, who is he? This
humor-infused, warmly humane look at universal questions of belonging
is a triumph.
My Dad - Anthony Browne 2014-06-05
My dad can wrestle with giants, eat like a horse, swim like a fish . . . Can
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yours? A brilliant, humorous look at fatherhood from a child's point of
view, from this multi-award-winning author/illustrator. Although this
ebook should function on all ipads, it has been optimised for ipad 3
generation and later.
Imaginary Friend - Stephen Chbosky 2019-10-01
Instant New York Times Bestseller One of Fall 2019's Best Books
(People, EW, Lithub, Vox, Washington Post, and more) A young boy is
haunted by a voice in his head in this acclaimed epic of literary horror
from the author of The Perks of Being a Wallflower. Christopher is seven
years old. Christopher is the new kid in town. Christopher has an
imaginary friend. We can swallow our fear or let our fear swallow us.
Single mother Kate Reese is on the run. Determined to improve life for
her and her son, Christopher, she flees an abusive relationship in the
middle of the night with her child. Together, they find themselves drawn
to the tight-knit community of Mill Grove, Pennsylvania. It's as far off the
beaten track as they can get. Just one highway in, one highway out. At
first, it seems like the perfect place to finally settle down. Then
Christopher vanishes. For six long days, no one can find him. Until
Christopher emerges from the woods at the edge of town, unharmed but
not unchanged. He returns with a voice in his head only he can hear,
with a mission only he can complete: Build a treehouse in the woods by
Christmas, or his mother and everyone in the town will never be the
same again. Twenty years ago, Stephen Chbosky's The Perks of Being a
Wallflower made readers everywhere feel infinite. Now, Chbosky has
returned with an epic work of literary horror, years in the making, whose
grand scale and rich emotion redefine the genre. Read it with the lights
on.
Dear Grandma, from You to Me - from you to me ltd 2015-01-01
Grandfather's Journal - Laura Westlake 2018-05-08
The perfect gift for your grandfather (ideal for Father’s Day and birthday
giving), this beautiful keepsake memory book is designed to capture and
preserve grandfather's unique memories, from the days of his own
childhood through the precious moments he spends with his grandchild.
Includes digital media prompts as well, for the modern grandpa!
Gorgeously designed, this charming guided journal offers a place to
chronicle grandfather’s own life story, keep a living record of his
experiences, and record his hopes and dreams for his grandchild. Each
page includes thoughtful prompts to inspire grandpa to record his most
meaningful memories, plus plenty of space for including memorabilia and
photographs.
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